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ABSTRACT

This paper illustrates the series resistances of two parallel and series connected batteries. The series resistances are calculated based upon experimental measurements at solar energy laboratory. The batteries under test are supplied by solar cells array for few days for charging them. The experiments show that, the best configuration is series one in spite of it's large series resistance than parallel configuration.

INTRODUCTION

Photovoltaic (PV) generators are, probably, the cleanest method of electrical power generation. They produce no noise, no harmful polluting emissions and need no fuel other than sunlight. The applications in which photovoltaic systems are used increasing as the cost of photovoltaic modules decreases[1].

A stand-alone photovoltaic power system consists of photovoltaic arrays, power conditioner and an energy storage. The energy storage is very important in stand alone photovoltaic system. It is used to store solar energy and as a maximum power tracking element[2]. A brief background on the preparation of standard energy storage equipment is existed in for standard document prepared for large storage batteries. These documents are used to prepare batteries at power stations, substations and photovoltaic power systems (PVPS)[2,3].

The lead acid battery storage configurations have a pronounced effect on ampere-hour capacity. Three configurations; a conventional, a parallel and a dual, were analyzed for both shallow cycle and deep cycle lead acid batteries to determine if capacity improvement is achievable. A dual battery configuration when used with deep cycle
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batteries has a positive effect on the available capacity. Incorporation of a dual configuration achieves optimum utilization of photovoltaic array [4,5,6].

In this paper new techniques are used for obtaining the lead acid battery series resistance. Two batteries are connected in two configurations, then series resistance of each of which is deduced. A comparison between series resistance of the two configurations is illustrated. Then the best configuration is defined.

RESULTS

The effect of series and parallel configuration of lead acid batteries upon series resistance is carried out based upon experimental data. These data are obtained by connecting two identical lead acid batteries each of which is 6V, 6Ah firstly in parallel configuration then, in series configuration. For each configuration, the batteries are supplied by a solar cells array (SCA).

a- Parallel Configuration:

Two identical batteries are connected in parallel and supplied from a solar cells array as shown in fig.1. During charging process, the charging circuit is opened at selected times (noon and 4 pm during charging days) for few minutes. For each instant the batteries are connected through recorder which the terminal voltage is recorded against time as shown in fig.2a. This process is repeated for 9 days, over the batteries are charged and reach to over charge condition. Figs.2a,2b. give the data required for obtaining series resistance of parallel configuration at the selected instants. These figures represent the terminal voltage of parallel configuration batteries during open circuit condition during the selected instants of charging period. At these instants the terminal voltage of each open battery (B1 and B2) is recorded also by the recorder as shown in figures 2e, 2d for battery number one and figures 2e, 2f for battery number two. The series resistance can be obtained from the following equation:

\[
R_{sp} = \frac{(V_{tobf} - V_{tad})}{I_{tobf}}
\]

where:

- \( R_{sp} \) is the equivalent series resistance of the two parallel batteries;
- \( V_{tobf} \) is the terminal voltage of the parallel configuration batteries directly before open circuit condition;
- \( V_{tad} \) is the terminal voltage directly after open circuit condition; and
- \( I_{tobf} \) is the current supplied to the two batteries before open circuit condition from SCA.

Figs.3 and fig.4 illustrate series resistance of the previous batteries configuration during the selected times for few periods of charging condition. The two figures are similar, this is because at the first instant (noon), the charging current is more than the \( B_2 \).

The batteries are reconnected again to charging circuit directly after obtaining figures 2a and 2b for few minutes. Then, the charging circuit is open again and one battery of them is terminated to a recorder and figs.2c,2d are obtained at the previous instants. The same procedure is repeated for obtaining figures 2e and 2f for the second battery.
Equation (2) is used for determining the series resistance for each battery, which is written as follows:

\[ R_s = \frac{(V_{tbf} - V_{oef})}{I_{tbf}} \]  

where:
- \( R_s \) is the equivalent series resistance of one battery;
- \( V_{tbf} \) is the terminal voltage of one battery directly before open circuit condition;
- \( V_{oef} \) is the terminal voltage of one battery directly after open circuit condition and
- \( I_{tbf} \) is the current energized one battery before open circuit condition from SCA.

Figures 6 and 8 illustrate the series resistance calculated from the experimental results obtained at another instant, 4pm. These figures ensure that \( B_2 \) is one is loaded on Battery two (battery one discharges through battery two). For instance during time period \( 59hrs < t > 72hrs \) of charging time. The behavior of series resistance are opposite. During this period the series resistance of \( B_1 \) decreases where it decrease for \( B_2 \).

(2)

b- Series Configuration:

The two batteries are reconnected in series configuration and their series resistance is determined by the same procedure used above. Figs.5 and 7 represent the behavior of series resistance of \( B_1 \) and \( B_2 \) respectively. These figures illustrate that their behaviors take an opposite direction. The increasing rate of series resistance of \( B_1 \) within period \( t > 60hrs \) is faster than the increasing rate of series resistance of \( B_2 \) within the same period. This means that the \( B_1 \) discharges through \( B_2 \) during this period. The experiment shows that the charging process for more than one battery must be done by connecting them in series, even when they are identical batteries. So the second experiment is carried out by connecting the two batteries in series. During charging process, the charging circuit is opened at selected times (noon and 4pm during charging days). For few minutes of each instant the batteries are connected through a recorder which gives the terminal voltage as shown in figs.(9.a) and (9.b) for selected times. This process is repeated for 9 days. The batteries are charged and reached to over charge condition. The series resistance can be obtained from the following equation:

\[ R_s = \frac{(V_{oef} - V_{tbf})}{I_{tbf}} \]  

where:
- \( R_s \) is the equivalent series resistance of two batteries;
- \( V_{tbf} \) is the terminal voltage of a series configuration batteries directly before open circuit condition;
- \( V_{oef} \) is the terminal voltage of a series configuration batteries directly after open circuit condition; and
- \( I_{tbf} \) is the current supplied the two batteries before open circuit condition from SCA.

Figure 10 represents the equivalent series resistance of the two batteries at a selected instant (noon instant). This figure illustrates that, at the beginning of charging periods the value of series resistance increases fastly till charging time becomes 23 hours. After this time the rate of increasing of the resistance is decreased. On the other hand, figure 11 represents the series resistance of the series batteries takes a stable values. This is due to large accumulation of charges within batteries (end of charging period).
CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the behavior of the series resistance of the two lead acid batteries connected in series and parallel is investigated during charging process. The experiments show that, the charging of series batteries is recommended in spite of it has a large value of series resistance. On the other hand during charging of parallel connected batteries a circulating current between them is initiated even for two similar batteries. This current leads to prevent charging of the two batteries in spite of it has a small value of series resistance.
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Fig. 1 The connection diagram of parallel configuration batteries under test.
Fig. 2 Terminal voltage of parallel connected batteries as recorded during open circuit condition after 62.72hrs and 66.8hrs, respectively of charging times.
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Fig. 2 Terminal voltage of B₁ only recorded during open circuit condition after 62.72hrs and 66.8hrs, respectively of charging times.
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Fig. 2d

Fig. 2 Terminal voltage of B2 recorded by recorder during open circuit condition after 62.72hrs and 66.8hrs, respectively of charging times.
Fig. 3 Series Resistance Against Charging Time at Noon Instants for Two Parallel Batteries.

Fig. 4 Series Resistance Against Charging Time at 4 PM Instants for Two Parallel connected Batteries.

Fig. 5 Series Resistance Against Charging Time at Noon Instants for B_1.

Fig. 6 Series Resistance Against Charging Time at 4 PM Instants for B_1.

Fig. 7 Series Resistance Against Charging Time at Noon Instants for B_2.

Fig. 8 Series Resistance Against Charging Time at 4 PM for B_2.
Fig. 9 Terminal voltage of series connected batteries during open circuit condition recorded after 44hrs and 47.33hrs, respectively of charging times.
Fig. 10 Series Resistance Against Charging Time at Noon Instant for Two Series Connected Batteries.

Fig. 11 Series Resistance Against Charging Time At 4 PM for Two Batteries.